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 44 Magnum revolver shells and shotguns. Bullets pass through a number of different types of targets: .44 Magnum rounds will
destroy armored and unarmored enemies in addition to destroying enemy vehicles, while shotgun shells can only destroy

enemies, and have an explosive effect if they touch the player. .44 Magnum rounds have limited ammunition, so each player
must plan their use of ammunition. E-911 is an important facet of the game. If the player is unable to perform an immediate
first-aid call, they must attempt to press the emergency button on their radio or the two-way radio located in the main base

camp. This is known as a distress call. The player must provide two pieces of information: the location of their partner, and the
location of their base camp, allowing the nearest allied forces to reach them. If the player has not located their partner by the
time a Rescue Cruiser arrives, or if their partner does not reach their base camp, the player loses the game, and an on-screen

message must explain that the partner was not found. Additionally, each character's position in the game's story has
consequences for the gameplay. A character's story arc is divided into three sections: The Climb (in which they escape from the
Lockbox in Monterrey), The Road (on the road to the Liberty Tree), and The Capture (the mission where the player is forced to
capture an enemy Lockbox). During The Climb, the character does not have the option to walk, climb, jump or shoot, and must
walk along the path without leaving cover. As soon as a character reaches their base camp, they can walk without hindrance. In

The Road, the player can jump and shoot, and can either walk or run, but must never sit down; this is the only segment of
gameplay in which the player can become fatigued. In The Capture, the player is given the option to walk or run, and they can
shoot, although they must never sit down. If a character dies in The Capture, they can no longer walk, and must crawl to their
base camp. The characters also have access to a healing item, the "Naso-R", which is a nasal spray that heals the player for 50
percent of their maximum health and has an area of effect. Health is restored gradually, so players must plan when to use the

Naso-R, as it can only be used when the player is not being targeted by an enemy. The order of the healing 520fdb1ae7
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